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Introduction
Goal
Thermodynamic optimum cycle for electricity production
⇒ Maximize plant efficiency!:
ηplant = ηcycle ηcooling
Cases
Unlimited minimum heat source temperature
Limited temperature (scaling in geothermal, heating, ...)
Type of cycles
Subcritical & transcritical
Standard, recuperator or turbine bleeding
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Parameters










p0 = 1 bar
Working fluids
All fluids available in REFPROPa
aE.W. Lemmon, M.L. Huber, M.O. McLinden, Standard reference data program
REFPROP, version 8.0, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD, 2007.
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Cycle performance
No limit on heat-source outlet temperature
Fluid Work output Exergetic plant Type of
standard cycle efficiency [%] cycle
[kJ/kg-brine]
R115 38.21 53.7 Transcritical
R125 37.35 52.5 Transcritical
R227ea 37.23 52.3 Transcritical
R143a 37.21 52.3 Transcritical
R1234yf 36.76 51.7 Transcritical
R218 36.56 51.4 Transcritical
R41 35.98 50.6 Transcritical
R32 33.88 47.6 Transcritical
N2O 33.45 47.0 Transcritical
Propane 32.52 45.7 Subcritical
Propylene 32.37 45.5 Subcritical
Perfluorobutane 31.97 44.9 Subcritical
RC318 31.22 43.9 Subcritical
... ... ... ...
ηplant = ηcycleηcooling
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Limit on heat-source outlet temperature (75◦C)
Fluid Work output Recuperator Turbine bleeding Maximum
standard cycle [kJ/kg-brine] [% gain] [kJ/kg-brine] [% gain] exergetic plant
[kJ/kg-brine] efficiency [%]
R1234yf 26.51 (T) 29.27 (T) 10.43 28.28 (T) 6.69 41.1
R227ea 25.75 (T) 28.75 (S) 11.65 27.96 (T) 8.55 40.4
R218 21.52 (T) 28.68 (T) 33.26 23.86 (T) 10.89 40.3
Propylene 27.10 (T) 27.99 (T) 3.28 28.65 (T) 5.72 40.3
R115 24.12 (T) 28.59 (T) 18.51 26.79 (T) 11.04 40.2
Propane 27.28 (T) 28.55 (S) 4.67 28.18 (T) 3.30 40.1
R134a 27.11 (S) 28.17 (S) 3.90 28.01 (S) 3.31 39.6
R22 27.57 (T) 27.57 (T) 0.00 28.13 (S) 2.04 39.5
RC318 24.93 (S) 27.81 (S) 11.53 26.31 (S) 5.51 39.1
R32 25.68 (T) 25.68 (T) 0.00 27.75 (T) 8.05 39.0
R1234ze 26.27 (S) 27.55 (S) 4.87 27.26 (S) 3.75 38.7
Perfluoropentane 23.21 (S) 27.54 (S) 18.67 24.52 (S) 5.65 38.7
R152a 26.43 (S) 27.52 (S) 4.12 26.72 (S) 1.10 38.7
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Influence of changing parameters
Influence of the brine inlet temperature
Tin [◦C] Fluid Work output [kJ/kg-brine] ηplantex [%]
100 R218 21.6 48.5
105 R218 24.5 49.6
110 R218 27.5 50.4
115 R115 30.7 51.3
120 R115 34.5 52.7
125 R115 38.2 53.7
130 R227ea 43.9 56.9
135 R227ea 48.4 58.0
140 R227ea 52.4 58.5
145 RC318 57.5 60.0
150 R236fa 61.9 60.0
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Influence of the brine outlet temperature
Tout [◦C] Fluid Work output [kJ/kg-brine] ηplantex [%]
50 R115 36.8 51.7
55 R125 36.1 50.7
60 R143a 35.1 49.3
65 R115 33.5 47.0
70 R115 31.4 44.1
75 R1234yf 29.3 41.1
80 R227ea 26.9 37.8
85 R227ea 24.8 34.8
90 Isopentane 22.2 31.1
95 Decane 19.9 28.0
100 Decane 17.4 24.4
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Influence of changing parameters
Influence of Tcond and ∆Tmin
Influence of Tcond
Tcond [◦C] Fluid Work output [kJ/kg-brine] ηplantex [%] Tout [◦C]
20 R115 43.0 60.4 32.5
25 R115 38.2 53.7 37.7
30 R115 33.7 47.4 42.6
35 R227ea 29.5 41.5 54.5
Influence of ∆Tmin
∆T [◦C] Fluid Work output [kJ/kg-brine] ηplantex [%] Tout [◦C]
5 R115 38.2 53.7 37.7
10 R115 34.5 48.5 42.5
15 R115 30.8 43.2 48.8
20 R115 26.8 37.7 56.2
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General conclusions
Transcritical cycle often better than subcritical




Heat source inlet temperature
Heat source outlet temperature
Condenser temperature
Pinch point temperature difference
Only thermodynamical considerations!
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